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I. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
A. Losses and eÆienies
In order to infer the onurrene of the elds at dierent loations in our experimental apparatus it is important
to haraterize the losses in the dierent omponents of the ommuniation hannels of elds 2. Our measurements
for suh losses are given in the table below for the pathways starting from eah of the atomi ensembles. Immediately
after the ensembles, we separate the lassial pulses from elds 1 and 2 in the single-photon level. This proedure is
explained in detail in Refs. [2, 3℄. The losses oming from this stage are due mainly to passage through paraÆn oated
vapor ells, whih have transmission 
f
. After the ltering proess, eld 2 is oupled to a polarization maintaining
ber that arries it to the detetion region. The oupling eÆieny is denoted by 

. In the detetion region, it is
important rst to lter the 1.06 m light that propagates together with eld 2, and whih is used to atively lok
the read interferometer when BS
2
is inserted. In order to lter the 1.06 m light, eld 2 omes out of the ber and
passes through a bulk low-pass lter that reets 1.06 m light and transmits with high eÆieny at 894 nm. At this
stage, we also inlude an extra lter for 852 nm, to ut any residual light from the write proess, and then eld 2
is oupled again to a ber, this time a multi-mode one. This whole proess of passing through the band-pass lters
and reoupling to ber is alled generally \lter for 1064 nm", and is haraterized by a transmission 
f
. Finally, the
detetor eÆienies are given by 
APD
. Note that a single number is given for the pair of detetors D
2b;2
, sine they
both have measured eÆienies of 40%.
Desription Symbol Value for ensemble L Value for ensemble R Error
lter ell 
f
0.80 0.80 0.02
ber oupling 

0.70 0.65 0.02
1064 nm lter 
f
0.70 0.70 0.02
detetor 
APD
0.32 0.40 0.02
Total  0.13 0.15
TABLE 1: List of eÆienies assoiated with photon 2 propagation and detetion.
B. Suppression of interferene between the 2
L
; 2
R
elds for distinguishable
detetion events from the elds 1
L
; 1
R
In our experiment, entanglement is generated by quantum interferene between the elds 1 emitted by the en-
sembles, that are ombined at a beam-splitter and deteted. For this interferene to our, the two elds must be
indistinguishable, suh that no information an be obtained about the origin of the photons. A good way to illustrate
the importane of this overlap is to render the photons distinguishable, for instane by ombining the two elds 1
with orthogonal polarizations. In this way, information about the origin of the deteted photon is near maximal,
and the degree of measurement-indued entanglement should be signiantly redued (to zero in the ideal ase). The
results of suh a measurement are shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 1(a,b) shows the interferene fringes obtained when the
photons of eld 1 are ombined with parallel polarizations (same fringes as in Fig. 2 in Ref [1℄), while in Fig. 1(,d),
the photons from eld 1 are ombined with orthogonal polarizations. In the latter ase, the visibility drops to near
zero, and there is no entanglement between the two ensembles. The residual osillation in the onditional ount rate
2an be explained by the nite polarization extintion ratio in our polarization maintaining bers. The bers used in
our experiment have a measured extintion ratio of 28 dB between their two orthogonal propagation modes. This an
lead to a residual visibility of 8 %, whih is ompatible with the amplitude of the residual osillation in Fig. 1(,d).
C. Asymmetry in the reation of the states onditioned on D
1a
and D
1b
The dierene in the two sets of probabilities (p
(1a)
01
; p
(1a)
10
) and (p
(1b)
01
; p
(1b)
10
) results from an asymmetry in the
beam splitter BS
1
for detetion of the write elds 1
L
; 1
R
, with a measured ratio of transmission to reetion
T=R = 0:85. Hene, in addition to the  sign in Eq. 1 of Ref. [1℄ set by detetion at D
1a
or D
1b
, the rel-
ative amplitudes for the onditional state an also dier, resulting in dierent values for the onurrene. We
expet the ratio (p
(1a)
01
=p
(1a)
10
)(p
(1b)
01
=p
(1b)
10
)
 1
to be (T=R)
2
= 0:73, whih agrees well with the measured value
(7:51=7:38)(8:78=6:19)
 1
= 0:72.
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FIG. 1: Number of oinidenes N
2a
(squares) and N
2b
+ N
2
(irles) reorded by the respetive detetors D
2a;2b;2
for the
elds 2
L
; 2
R
with the interferometer arrangement of Fig. 1(b)of Ref. [1℄ as a funtion of the relative phase '. Frames (a) and
(b) are the same as frames (a) and (b) of Fig. 2 of Ref.[1℄, i.e., they show the interferene fringe between elds 2
L
; 2
R
as a
result of ombining elds 1
L
; 1
R
in an approximately indistinguishable fashion with parallel polarizations. Frames () and (d)
show the results of the same measurement on elds 2
L
; 2
R
, but now with elds 1
L
; 1
R
ombined with orthogonal polarizations.
At eah setting of ', data are aquired for 150 s with a detetion window of width 190 ns.
D. Veriation of single exitation regime
Apart from the parameter h
(2)

disussed previously, another measure of the single-photon harater of eld 2 is
given by the evaluation of the funtion ~g
12
= ~p
12
=(~p
1
~p
2
) for eah ensemble separately [2, 3℄, where ~p
12
is the joint
probability of deteting a photon in eld 1 and another in eld 2, and ~p
i
is the probability of deteting a single photon
in eld i. For the situation of our measurement, we obtained ~g
12
values of about 9 and 11 for ensembles R and L,
respetively, whih is then an indiation of the single-photon harater of eld 2 emitted by both ensembles separately,
onditionned on a write detetion event, as disussed in [3℄.
E. Phase stabilization
The  12 m path lengths for the two interferometers formed by (BS
w
; BS
1
) and by (BS
R
; BS
2
) shown in Figures
1(a) and 1(b)of Ref.[1℄, respetively, are held onstant by injeting an iodine stabilized Nd:YAG laser into the ber
3beam splitters BS
w
; BS
R
for the write and read beams. The elds at 1:064 m emerging from beam splitters BS
1
; BS
2
are direted to separate sets of detetors (not shown in the gure), whose outputs are used to stabilize the relative
path lengths of the respetive Mah-Zehnder interferometers by feedbak to piezoeletri transduers on whih are
mounted mirrors in the paths of the write and read beams in the L arms of the respetive interferometers. Sine
the write and read beams are ombined together before being foused into the ensembles, the interferometers share a
ommon free spae path when they ross the atoms. In order to ontrol them independently and minimize rosstalk,
the two interferometers are addressed alternately at a rate of 400 kHz.
F. Normalization and detetor onguration
The role of the three detetors in our experiment is as a seond hek on the order of magnitude of the two-photon
events. Our main heks were disussed in Ref.[1℄ and in setion ID of this Supplementary Information. It is interesting
to obtain diretly p
02
and have an idea of its eet on p
01
. For our measurement, we obtained, with D
2b
and D
2
,
p
02
= (2:20:4)10
 5
onditioned on detetor D
1a
, and p
02
= (2:40:4)10
 5
onditioned on detetor D
1b
. These
values are obtained athe loation of the detetors, assuming a unit quantum eÆieny and without any orretions
for bakground or dark ounts. Note that these values are so small that if taken into aount, the orretion for p
10
and p
01
would be negligible and within the quoted unertainities. In order to simplify our analysis and inversion
algorithm, we onsider the three detetors as an eetive set of two detetors. This is done by simply adding the
oinidene events between D
2b
and D
2
to the sum N
2b
+N
2
, in the same way that would result from the use of
a non-number-resolving detetor. In this ase, the measured normalization onstant
~
P is equal to one, sine every
measured event ontributes to one of the elements of the restrited density matrix. If we had used more detetors,
the disrepany of
~
P from unity would be on the order of p
02
and again small ompared to the experiment auray
and statistial unertainities.
II. THEORY
A. Entanglement
For onveniene of desription we assume the two atomi ensembles L and R to be in the hands of Alie and
Bob, respetively. The state of the two ensembles onditioned on a lik of one of the two detetors D
1a
or D
1b
(see
Figure 1b of Ref.[1℄) is mapped onto a state of multiple eld modes belonging to Alie and multiple modes belonging
to Bob. Beause the mapping involves only loal operations by Alie and Bob, the entanglement (in partiular, the
entanglement of formation) between their systems annot inrease on average [4℄. Hene the entanglement found
between Alie's and Bob's eld modes is a lower bound on the entanglement between the atomi ensembles. We will
use this type of reasoning several times here: ertain experimental proedures an be exatly mimiked by imagining
Alie and Bob performing LOCC (loal operations and lassial ommuniation): those operations annot inrease
the entanglement we nd. We also sometimes set a lower bound on the entanglement analytially, using quantities
that are more straightforward to measure in the laboratory. That way, we an unambiguously determine the presene
of entanglement between the two ensembles, even if we might underestimate its atual magnitude.
On eah side there is one main mode (a traveling mode) into whih photons are emitted predominantly [5℄. Those
modes we denote by 2
L
and 2
R
. Other modes may be populated with very small probability, but in the analysis we
assume all detetor liks arise from modes 2
L
and 2
R
. In the experiment this redution from multiple to single modes
is mainly aomplished by the use of single mode bers, whih lter out dierent spatial modes. This is a proedure
that an be exatly mimiked by Alie and Bob performing that same spatial ltering on their loal modes and hene
an only derease the atual entanglement.
We also assume that never more than 2 photons populate eah mode. This is an exellent approximation on its
own (and is supported by our measurements), but more importantly, this assumption orresponds to lower bounding
the entanglement, as detailed below.
We furthermore assume that all o-diagonal elements of the density matrix between states with dierent numbers
of photons vanish. This is a valid assumption when one takes into aount that phase an only be dened relative
to a referene laser beam shared by Alie and Bob. Traing out that laser eld sets the o-diagonal elements to
zero. Indeed, the experiment makes no use of knowledge of the phases of the various lasers used. Moreover, this
an only underestimate the entanglement, sine traing out the laser modes an be exatly mimiked by Alie and
Bob performing loal operations that makes all those o-diagonal elements zero. Namely, they ould eah apply a
random phase shift to their modes, suh that the phase dierene is xed (this requires lassial but not quantum
4ommuniation), and subsequently ignore the information about the individual phase shifts. The phase dierene is
equal to the phase ' introdued in Ref.[1℄.
This then leaves us with a density matrix of the form

2
L
;2
R
=
0
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

p
00
0 0 0 0 0
0 p
01
d 0 0 0
0 d

p
10
0 0 0
0 0 0 p
11
e f
0 0 0 e

p
02
g
0 0 0 f

g

p
20
1
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
A
:
We an bound the onurrene of this state by
C(
A;B
) 
~
PC(~
2
L
;2
R
) (1)
where
~
P = p
00
+ p
01
+ p
10
+ p
11
(2)
~
2
L
;2
R
=
1
~
P
0
B
B
B

p
00
0 0 0
0 p
01
d 0
0 d

p
10
0
0 0 0 p
11
1
C
C
C
A
: (3)
One obtains this bound by onsidering the eets of two loal operations by Alie and Bob onsisting of measuring
whether eah mode has more than 1 photon or not and ommuniating this result one to the other. We treat this
step expliitly and separately from the very similar step mentioned above [where ases with more than two photons
are ltered out℄, in order to remind ourselves we do have to keep trak of the total probability to nd more than 1
photon in one of the modes, 1  
~
P . Also, we note expliitly this step does not orrespond to any proedure in our
experiment, but is just an analyti tool to bound the entanglement and express it in terms of quantities that an be
easily determined without too large unertainty (unlike higher-order matrix elements suh as p
12
, et).
1. Detetion window
In Fig. 3 of Ref[1℄, we show results for a smaller detetion window that give a higher estimation for the amount of
entanglement between the elds. The use of a smaller detetion window an also be understood as a redution from
multiple to single modes by ltering out dierent temporal modes. This is a proedure that an be exatly mimiked
by Alie and Bob performing that same temporal ltering on their loal modes and hene an only derease the atual
entanglement (note though, that the estimate of entanglement an be inreased by this proedure, even though the
atual entanglement dereases. The estimated value just gets loser to the atual value than when not ltering out
extraneous modes).
For the possibly remaining multiple modes in the smaller time window, we may suppose Alie and Bob eah apply
the following titious transformation
jn
1
ijn
2
i : : :! j
X
i
n
i
ijn
1
; n
2
; : : :i
M
to their loal modes. This transformation ollets all photons in one mode (the rst ket), and keeps trak of where they
ame from in a separate system M (for \memory"), suh that the transformation is unitary. This transformation,
therefore, leaves the entanglement between Alie's and Bob's mode unhanged. Our detetors not being able to
distinguish dierent modes within the same time window then boils down to traing out the memory system, whih
an only derease the entanglement.
2. Single partile entanglement
One sometimes sees objetions to alling entangled a state of the form
j	i
AB
= j0i
A
j1i
B
 j1i
A
j0i
B
(4)
5where A and B are two spatially separated modes of light elds and jni, n = f0; 1g is a Fok state ontaining n
photons. One objetion is that there is only one photon present, and one might think one needs at least two photons
(or partiles) to have entanglement. However, the state (4) an be onverted into an entangled state with 2 partiles
by loal operations, thus demonstrating entanglement in the original state [6℄. A seond objetion [7℄ applies to the
ase where the phase between j0ij1i and j1ij0i is not dened, suh as when there is no phase referene present. Indeed,
in that ase one would not have a state of the form (4) but a mixed unentangled state instead. In our experiment,
however, the phase is well-dened and hene we onlude, again, that the state (4) is genuinely entangled. The issue
is disussed in more detail in [6℄.
B. Measurements
All measurements are performed using Geiger-mode avalanhe photodiodes (APDs). We assume there are only
two outomes of a photodetetion measurement, orresponding to no lik or some nonzero number of liks (indeed,
that is the only information used in the experiment). Thus, if the inoming mode 2
L
is desribed by an annihilation
operator a then the photodetetor performs a POVM of the form

0
=
X
n0
( 1)
n
a
yn
a
n
n!

1
= I
A
 
0
; (5)
with I
A
the identity on 2
L
. The orresponding probabilities are denoted by p
0
and p
1
,
p
k
= Tr
2
L

k
; (6)
if 
2
L
is the state of mode 2
L
. To dedue higher-order probabilities with k  2, beam splitters an be employed to
divide and diret the mode a to multiple detetors.
Joint probabilities for measurements on the two modes 2
L
and 2
R
an be determined in a similar way if we introdue
the annihilation operator b for mode 2
R
and the orresponding operators 
A;B
n
for n = 0; 1 for the two modes. The
operators 
0
and 
1
above were written in normal order. Similarly, joint measurement probabilities an be written
as
P
mn
= Tr~
2
L
;2
R
: 
A
m


B
n
:; (7)
where all annihilation operators a and b are written to the right of all reation operators a
y
and b
y
. For example, this
allows one to inlude easily the eets of nite eÆienies of detetors: If  is the eÆieny of a detetor and a the
annihilation operator for the mode impinging on the detetor, we may replae a !
p
a+
p
1  v where v ats on
an auxiliary mode that is assumed to be in the vauum state. Terms with nonzero powers of v then do not ontribute
to ounting rates provided we evaluate these by using a normally-ordered expression. In that ase, we an ignore v
and just replae a!
p
a. The same replaement an be used to take into aount losses during propagation.
The most straightforward way to determine ~
2
L
;2
R
onsists of two stages. The rst stage determines the diagonal
elements, the seond the o-diagonal elements: From the measured frequenies of joint detetion events we obtain
estimates for the orresponding probabilities for those joint events in terms of the underlying density matrix elements.
Inverting these expressions gives estimates on the elements of the density matrix.
1. Diagonal elements
Conditioned upon detetion of an event at either detetorD
1a
orD
1b
, the diagonal elements of ~
2
L
;2
R
were measured
by the setup desribed in Figure 1(b) of Ref.[1℄. Photons in mode 2
L
are deteted by a photodetetorD
2a
but mode 2
R
is split on a 50/50 (approximately) beamsplitter and photons in the two resulting modes are ounted by photodetetors
D
2b
and D
2
. Starting with mode operators a and b for modes 2
L
and 2
R
, there are several transformations aeting
a and b. Denoting by a
1
the mode operator deteted by detetor D
2a
, and by b
1
and b
2
those deteted by D
2b
and
D
2
, the transformations are simply
a
1
=
p

L

1
a
b
2
=
p

R

2
b=
p
2
b
3
=
p

R

3
b=
p
2 (8)
6with 
L;R
indiating the total eÆieny of propagating to the detetors, and 
1;2;3
the detetor eÆienies of detetors
D
2a
; D
2b
; D
2
. One then obtains expressions for the expeted joint ount probabilities p
klm
with k; l;m = 0; 1 by
substituting (8) into (5) and (7). When ating on ~
2
L
;2
R
the operators a and b are understood to be a
I
B
and I
A

b.
In the end, we only onsider the total number of ounts in detetors D
2a
and D
2b
; D
2
together, leading to joint
probabilities Q
mn
with m = 0; 1 and n = 0; 1; 2,
Q
mn
=
X
m
X
s+t=n
P
mst
: (9)
Again, for these measurements as well as those in the next setion, the detetion events at D
2a
and D
2b
; D
2
are
onditioned upon an event at either D
1a
or D
1b
. This gives expressions for the expeted detetion probabilities Q
mn
as funtions of the diagonal elements p
mn
of the density matrix: onversely, given the experimentally determined Q
mn
we invert the expressions to obtain estimates for p
mn
.
2. O-diagonal elements
The o-diagonal elements are measured by inluding two extra elements: one is a phase shifter in one of the modes,
say mode 2
L
, thus replaing a ! exp(i')a. This phase is varied to produe the interferene pattern (\fringes") of
Figure 2. Seond is an extra 50/50 beamsplitter after the phase shifter [BS
2
in Fig. 1(b)℄. One again easily arrives at
simple expressions for the operators a
1
and b
1
; b
2
deteted in terms of a and b, similar to that of (8). Just as before,
one then obtains expressions for the expeted joint ount probabilities p
klm
with k; l;m = 0; 1 by substituting these
expressions for a
1
; b
1
; b
2
into (5) and (7). We thus nd the joint detetion probabilities Q
f
mn
for the \fringes" as a
funtion of d and the diagonal elements of ~
2
L
;2
R
. Sine we already obtained the diagonal elements in the previous
step, we then nd an estimate of the o-diagonal element d from the visibility of the fringes.
Note that we have also arried out measurements with detetor D
2a
replaed by a beam splitter and a pair of
APDs, as for detetors D
2b
; D
2
. In this way, we onrm expliitly that higher order events with k  2 at D
2a
have
a negligible impat on our estimates of fringe visibility and of the probabilities p
00
; p
10
; p
01
; p
11
that enter into the
determination of the onurrene C, in agreement with the independent assessment from D
2b
; D
2
.
In addition to the above analysis we also performed a maximum likelihood analysis of the density matrix. Given
the atually deteted photon statistis for both measurements of diagonal and o-diagonal elements together one an,
for eah possible andidate density matrix 
2
L
;2
R
, alulate the probability that the atually obtained measurement
outomes our. Maximizing that probability over all possible density matries gives the most likely density matrix.
This estimate has been used as an additional hek on the inferred values quoted in the main text and their errors.
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